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W.D.M. Limited have incorporated over 50 years of pavement engineering experience into the 
WDM® Pavement Management System (WDM PMS). The first WDM PMS was released during 
the early 1990’s, but has been refined over the years to take account of the latest technological 
advances, as well as changing engineering requirements. 

This has resulted in the latest web 
browser-based version which, being 
hosted in the cloud, makes it extremely 
portable to clients around the world. 

WDM PMS can operate as a stand-alone 
system, incorporating a fully integrated 
web mapping module, or as part of an 
integrated WDM Asset Management 
System.

The WDM PMS contains all the latest 
processing tools required to 
complement the main condition survey 
types including continuous friction from 
SCRIM®, deflections from 
Deflectograph and around 40 
parameters collected via the main laser 
based “Road Assessment Vehicle (RAV)” 
types (SCANNER, MRM, TRACS). 

The system is accessed via the 
AppCentre Management Console 
allowing full security-controlled access 
to the PMS tools.

The integrated mapping module 
supports many different mapping types 
and provides a very easy to use visual 
representation of all spatial data types 
held in the PMS. 

This supports viewing of many different 
data types on the same map including 
referenced video and the detail of the 
data sets can be accessed via a single 
map click. 

Data from surveys can be uploaded via the 
web and be available in the PMS within 

minutes after a route is surveyed.



This is complemented by an 
ad-hoc query builder where user 
defined queries of any type can 
be created, overlaid on the 
mapping using colored summary 
bands and /or exported in a 
number of appropriate formats 
including Excel, PDF and a 
number of GIS formats (ESRI, 
MapInfo, KML). Multiple graphs 
from ad-hoc queries can be easily 
produced via the PMS CHARTS 
tool. 

There is a formatted reporting 
module provided for the most 
commonly used reports (these 
can be scheduled and auto-
emailed or deposited in the PMS 
Dashboard Reports). 

These IL’s can then be merged and 
processed alongside SCRIM®, 
Texture, Crash location etc to 
automatically provide a scoring system 
to, for example, highlight “at risk” 
locations where there is both a skid 
resistance and crash problem. Links to 
the WDM crash system can also 
support cluster analysis using “moving 
cursor” techniques again to help safety 
teams identify “at risk” sites.

The WDM PMS contains various 
statistical prediction tools to: trend 
data via deterioration modelling; to 
apply maintenance policy and, using a 
homogenous statistical methodology, 
to assess spatially where maintenance 
schemes, over time, should be 
considered. 

The Scheme Manager tools allow priority ranked and costed maintenance programmes to be 
established and the Life Cycle Planning tool and Whole Life Cost Model support planning of 
maintenance into the future at the network and scheme levels respectively.

On-line/Offline map and GPS based mobile working apps can support the PMS and have been 
used to perform many different functions from road safety AIP assessments of “at risk” sites to 
needs assessment of potential maintenance schemes.

A document system is also provided allowing all information associated with a scheme or asset 
to be stored e.g. photos, drawings etc. Various editing tools are provided to support the input 
and management of data types such as construction, traffic, maintenance policy, skid policy, 
treatments and unit rates to allow processing of these against the condition data sets to support 
the use of PMS for maintenance scheme prediction and optimisation of maintenance policy.

Skid Policy can be applied using a number 
of tools including the SCRIM® Category 
Editor allowing the skid resistance 
requirements and intervention levels of 
different site types to be maintained and 
monitored (e.g. curves, steep grades, 
junctions, traffic signals etc.). 


